~ Allies' Resolufion Confirmed
By Chamberlain and Dalad ier
Af Secref Council in prance
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(copyright .)

London, Sept. 12:History rolled
back twenty-one years today when
Premier Chamberlain flew to France
for an unheralded but momentous
meeting of the Supreme Council of
the Western Allies .
It was not so much a new departure as a'continuation of those
famous sessions at Versailles in
1917 and 1918 when the leaders of
the World War Allies met periodic .
ally to shape the defeat of Germany.
Now, as then, there were British
troops on the soil o f France-again
under the supreme command of a
French soldier for the duration of
'
the : war.
Today, in fact, the British and
French were just picking up the
threads of their old co-operation,
altl~iigh new men and new problems:were involved.
Mr, ;Chamberlain returned safely
tonight in a Royal Air Force plane
after ,_.his first wartime journey
from England and his first flight
to
abroad ;; since his fateful tripbeen
Munich last September. It had high
a bumpy flight for him, with a most
wind and low-hanging clouds tireof the way, but tomorrow this place
less man of 7 0 will be in his
in the House of Commons, reaay - zo
report on the course of the war,
Meeting Place Undisclosed,
The official announcement of the
Ministry of Information tonight did
not disclose the place of the meeting . All it said was the following :
"A meeting of the Supreme War
Council was held today, Tuesday, on
French soil . It was attended by Mr .
Chamberlain and Lord Chatfield,
the Minister for the Co-Ordination
of Defense for, Great Britain, and
by Monsieur Daladier and General
Gamelin, Chief of the National Defense Staff for France.
"The purpose of the meeting was
to make possible a direct personal
exchange of views of the present
situation and on the measures to be
taken in the immediate future .
"The meeting, has . fully confirmed
the firm resolve of Great Britain
and France to devote their entire I
'strength and resources to the wag-I;
ing of the conflict which has been
forced upon them, and to give all
possible assistance to their Polish
ally who is resisting with so much
gallantry the ruthless invasion of
her country."
' At least three considerations,
stand out from the statement which
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in the
The censorship outdid itself
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The newspapers wasted thousands
editions
of pounds in confiscating
presses,
which were not only off the
bound for
but actually on trainsalone
had to
provinces . One paper
scrap 250,000 copies . The publishers
fumed, and hundreds of thousands
or
of readers got their papers late
missed them altogether .
Today Fleet Street blazed with
only
brief resentment, which found
editorial 1
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